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Attorneys for Multiple Defendants, listed within.

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Case No. RGI0541141THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA ex reI John A. Russo~ City
Attorney for the City of Oakland, MEMO~UM OF POThS AN

AUTHORITIES IN OPPOSITION TO A
PRELIMARY INJUCTION AS TO
DEFENDANTS QUIERO, MAZO,
AN THE UNCORPORATED
ASSOCIATION OF NORTENOS

Plaintiff,
v.

NORTEÑOS, et aI.

Defendants. Date: May 6,2011
Time: 2:00 p.m.
Deparment: 20

Case Filed: October 13,2010
Trial Date: TED

. Assigned for All Puroses:
Hon. Robert Freedman
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DEFENDANTS: 19. Kenneth Vigil
20. David Wallace

1. Raul Acosta

2. Salvador Avalos

3. Joseph Coombs
4. Alex Curiel

5. Onorato Deltoro

6. Omar Guzman
7. David Hernandez

8. Pooi Lautaimi

9. Ruben Leal

10. Jose Miguel Lopez
11. Octavio Lupian
12. Abel Mano.
13. Cruz Antonio Mendoza
14. Michael Muscadine
15. Angelo Ortega
16. Jose Rodrguez
17. Carlos Romero
18. Alejandro Mendoza Velasquez

IN CUSTODY:

1. Robert John Alard

2. Luis Avalos

3. Steven A valoz

4. Vincent Delguidice

5. Victor Flores

6. Anthony Garcia

7. Ricardo Mario Guerrero

8. Marin Hurado

9. David Pelayo

10. Victor Peralta
11. Javier Quintero
12. Ramon Sanchez
13. Luis Miguel Serrano
14. Augustine Vigil
i 5. Ruben Zepeda
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1. Numerous and diverse coinunity members have
submitted sworn statements in opposition to the proposedinjunction. 21

2. The proponents of the proposed injunction are all salaried
law enforcement officials who have a vested interest
consolidating and expanding upon their existing,
considerable resources; in addition, many ofthese policeagents have "unclean hands." 23

3. The People have failed to establish that the proposed order
wil actually reap a "benefit" for the Fruitvale communty,
whereas there is considerable evidence that a gang injunction
wil cause considerable har. 25

E. Alternatively, Numerous Terms of the Proposed Order Serve to
Undermine Constitutional Guarantees of Expression and Due Process 27

1. The proposed order does not define "known" gang
member with reasonable specificity; curent policy
would permit OPD unettered discretion to classifyindividuals as "Norteños." 27

2. The content-based restrictions on "gang clothing"
proscribes a dramatic aray of innocent expressive 29
conduct.

3. The restrictions on "drugs" proscribe lawfl
recreational and medicinal activities. 31

4. The restrictions on "graffiti tools" proscribe lawfl
aristic, creative, and expressive activities. 32

F. Alternatively, The Cour Must Maintain the Status Quo and ifit Issues an
Injunction, an Evidence-based Injunction that is Overseen by a Monitor
Should Be Issued 33

CONCLUSION
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I. PRELIMARY STATEMENT

The defense at the outset wishes to focus and re-emphasize its objections to serious felt

shortcomings in the proceedings had thus far in this case, and now their trcation, in

circumstances where, without question, any "preliminar" Order the Court decides to make at

this time wil be largely determinative-prematuely, we say, and prejudicially to the

defendants-not simply of the legal issues which have arsen, but, more importantly, the political

or socio-political issues generated and implicated by the conficting claims, the disputed

evidence and other events in the case so far.

As defendants see it, the Cour's findings and judgments to this point, and, a fortiori, in

the coming aftermath of the decision(s) it presently contemplates, canot reasonably be separated

from those larger issues. Any pretense that other, truer determinations wil be made herein at a

later time-notwithstanding the prospective labors of case by case "due process" hearings, stil

numerously hanging fire for defendants besides the two who have stepped forward--efies the

clear reality, in and out of the courtroom, that has taken shape in the contest thus far.

A.

In paricular, the Cour has seen substantial numbers of people from the Fruitvale

communty rally against the proposed Injunction, with its promise of escalated police aggression

in the community-harassment, truped-up charges, and above all, nastiness -and in support

of the defendants who are protesting and resisting it. At the same time, no one from the affected

community has come forward--r even given anonymous or veiled-identity evidence-to

support the assertion by the police that emergency relief is needed, imposing curfew and

movement restrictions which would otherwise be blatantly unconstitutional, to suppress this

traditional Chicano "street gang," the "Norteños," in the Oakland Fruitvale.

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG 10541141
MP A in Opposition to a Preliminary Injunction a~ to Defendants Mano, Quintero 1
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Instead, the Cour heard an extended, highly facile andopportistic explication from the

OPD's well-rehearsed gang maven, Douglass Keely, of the supposed horrors supposedly visited

on the Fruitvale population by ''the Norteños."i This relentlessly reiterated account, however,

while certainly hair-raising, failed almost completely to bring home those horrors to any of the

named defendants. Instead it rehashes criminal records, police "contacts" and other old news,

spiced with Keely's attenuated "E.S.P." speculations and innuendos of danger and criminality, 0

which, here as elsewhere, Javier Quintero is served up as avatar.

In truth, Keely's designation of the named individual defendants herein is apparently

based solely on the fact that they have past (and mostly long-past) criminal records (most

typically for distinctively non-hair-raising offenses, like sellng weed), and are said to "claim," 0

once to have claimed, or exhibited-and purportedly if implausibly, all to have at some time

admitted to the cops-fealty to the Norteño bonnet, and the Norte cause. Aside from several

disputed episodes just now, however, since the case began, there is little concretè showing of

arguable gang activity-as opposed to passive or nomini: display (e.g., a green rosary)-n the

par of these defendants, exemplified by Javier Quintero.

Withal, the Cour now seems poised, misguidedly we say, to comply with the untoward

demand of the police authorities that it hurr and certify the existence of an emergency basis on

which to brand this clearly random collection of known and unown young Chicanos from 'the

i In point of fact, discussed more fully withn, what was shown was .that there have been over

time varous gang-like "cliques" which some defendants have belonged to, associated with
different known, apparently long-standing, turf-type "hot spots", in scattered specific locations
around the vast, 450-square-block (containing some 15,000 dwellng units) targeted "safety
zone," where gang-type criminal activity generates among locals; and it was conceded and
presumably concluded that there exists no over-all organizational or administrative Norteño
structure or discipline linking the cliques together in any cognizable 'criminal enterprise.'
Rather, there is a culture. . . .

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
MP A in Opposition to a Preliminary Injunction as to Defendants Mano, Quintero 2
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Fruitvale'-whose familes are from North of Bakersfield and who, in the grim, mysterious

vortex of cultual division and violent youth enmity that besets Mexican-American communities

(like others) in Californa today, are therefore denominated "Norteños"-as "active members" of

a "criminal street gang," whose very existence, however perennial and engrained, constitutes a .

"public nuisance" in the Fruitvale communty, everywhere; and that it order an Injunction

premised on substantial and onerous invasion of the defendants' fudamental rights, supposedly

to abate it. 2

B.

We believe, as we have argued, that the decision on whether an injunction lies in this cas

canot fairly be called ripe at this time. It seems clear, for one thing, that basic, black-letter

requirements for extraordinar relief-even in the hyper-refined context of Gang Injunction

law-are missing.3 More to the point, we feel the evidence showing the tyrannies and perfidies

of the police forces arayed against defendants-now counting three local enforcement agencies

in addition to the City Attorney himself-is far from adequate, and certainly not complete. In

paricular, the asserted bias and interest of offcers whose purorted expert and other opinions

have been entertained and even solicited by the Cour, Keely and Randa in paricular, need much

2 This is prescinding from the fact, discussed fuher within, that almost all the defendants who

are not locked up are nevertheless under stringent control by the police authorities already, by
virte of being on parole or probation. The routine conditions they are subject to-along with
enforcement practices, as we have seen~make the requested injunctive provisions quite
redundant.

3 That is: There is no status quo to be preserved; there is surely no emergency relating to gangs

(or cliques) that has not existed for years on end already, or generations, and certainly will not be
obviated-if it is affected at all-by any cour order; plaintiff has plainly adequate remedies at
Law, ashas been graphically shown; and the Real Par police cabal, OPD et aI-and

paricularly the Parole Division, after its flagrant intervention against Javier Quintero-plainly
have "unclean hands." See generally Weil & Brown, "Civil Procedure Before Trial", Ch. 9,
Injunctions, ##9:522, 527-531, etc.

People of the State of Californa ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541141
MP A in Opposition to a Preliminar Injunction as to Defendants Mano, Quintero 3
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fuher exploration. Indeed, where it appears that any Order declarng the existence of a

Norteño criinal street gang a public nuisance involving these defendants will be

comprehensively based on their word and little else, the offcers' true colors must be looked at

most carefully.4

Similarly, Parole Deparment fuctionares who were involved in organzing the "Cease

Fire" program activities and designations whence the injunction case was generated-and have

joined the shameless police (state) vendetta against Javier-need to be heard, to enlighten the

record on the true nature and genesis of the cash-grant sinecure Moreno and Randa testified

about, the "Cease-Fire" program, its arbitrary and prejudicial designation of defendants; and its

place in the genesis of this lawsuit and/or the selection of the defendants as the prey in it.

Furher, a decision to issue an injunction at this point would derive from the Cour's

precipitous early ruling excluding the defendants' expert evidence, from Dr. Bar Krsberg,

going to the central question of whether the requested Order-granting the cops this new "tool"

in their lock-'em-up campaign-wil have any beneficial effect. How can evidence that the

proposed injunction wil be ineffective not be relevant? What "hardship" can accrue to a

plaintiff where it is shown that the remedy he seeks wil not work? This needs to be re-examined

before a decision is made.

4 See, e.g., the recently submitted Declaration of defendant Octavio Lupian, submitted within
"Volume VIII" of defendants' Declarations, describing low, flagrant, contemptible, cop
abusiveness, by both, in ongoing gang suppression operations in the Fruitvale. To our
knowledge there is more of this evidence, all bearing sharply on the propriety and credibilty of
designating these defendants as cannon fodder for the shadowy "Cease Fire" program, as well as
this case, behind the false (and racist) pretense that, collectively and individually, they are a
menace to civilzed life in Oakland.

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
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Finally, the record lacks the affirmative evidence we had expected to get from Dr. Victor

Rios, as expert witness, about what gangs (and Fruitvale Norteños) are really like; which we stil

need, and seek, to show how far off base, and prejudiced, the Keely legends and speculations

really are.

c.

As to the defendants Quintero and Mano individually, Mano, at least, obviously should

be sumarily dismissed from the case-without the least fuher ado over any pros and cons

about his testimony, or his background, or his family, or past events in his life-n the

unequivocal admission by Officer Randa that he is doing just fine, and not in need of police

supervision; period. An injunction case is about the present and the future, after all; not the past.

Mano has his hands full in that regard, with his mate, and his baby, trying to make it

cutting hair by appointment at their house, and mind the baby while she goes to work. His

feelings, his loyalties, his values, his beliefs about what he knows and what he has done and not

done and been through, are not at issue here; nor yet truly, in the circumstaces, are questions of

whether he lied here, about this or that, or Keely or Randa lied; any of them, about anything.

The sole question is whether the People have shown by clear and convincing evidence that

Mano is actively a part of a criminal street gang in the Fruitvale.

This he clearly is not and never was, as he insisted, whatever problems he had in life, or

in getting along with his probation officer, or with cops; and whoever he ever said hello to, or

knew, or where-and regardless of whether an injunction against others is called for or not.

Abel Mano is not answerable for any actions of others, or his relatives, nor yet for how he may

be regarded in the community (or by the police) because of them. His inclusion as a defendant

was wrong, and only helps show the impermissible "E.S.P." element-and the malice-involved

in the ginning-up of this lawsuit.

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG1054 1 141
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Javier presents a different question. As he testified, he used to be around the

"Untouchables" scene on Harington Street, whatever it was, and he got in trouble more than

once; then he tried to go straight. After the incident with the shed he settled in on parole, 
with

the benign agent (yes, they exist), Wiliams; and eventually he got a real job-with, 10, benefits!

and a chance for advancement; a true rarity-but after eighteen months good, and regardless of

them, he was fingered by Keely and suddenly snatched out of his groove and put in the GPS

program, under the hard-nose Moreno, and then put into ths scandalous case.

And then he was selected by the lawyers to exemplify the defendants in the hearng,

mostly because he did have ajob; and that's so rare, because-this just in-there are no jobs;

especially for those (like so many defendants) who are life-branded as felons.

So he testified, and denounced the police, and since then has become the victim of a

concerted, wholly unprincipled counter-attack, staring right there in the cross-examination,

ruing th Keely's creepy insinuations about him, and the purely 'melodramatic' courroom

arest, and bogus charges, on to what fuher depredations by the Parole Deparment beyond his

curent baseless and unconscionable imprisonment, we have yet to see. Meanwhile, the "gang

conditions" added when his parole was arbitrarily escalated in the ru-up to the lawsuit, last

sumer, were imposed on him (and others) ilegally it now appears, by way of ilicit

"underground" regulations concocted in the CDC to avoid the requirements of the

Administrative Procedure Act; and these are now at issue in a fuher separate case, aimed

simply at getting him back to where he was when all this came down on him.

In point of fact the whole "Cease Fire" program was and is arbitrary, opportunistic, and

unconscionable, and in truth, only one more mindless component of the giant, morally

degenerate "prison-industrial complex," which operates on a $9 bilion-dollar anual basis in this

state, and requires a steady supply of black and brown bodies at the gates of the R & R Centers,

People of the State of Californa ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
MP A in Opposition to a Preliminary Injunction as to Defendants Manzo, Quintero 6
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each month, to feed its gruesome process. At bottom, it is for doing this 'work' , of gathering

. flesh to feed the monster gulag, that the police want the Cour here to supply them with "another

tool."

And Javier's past, his felony, his two good years on parole, and the efforts and hopes for

the futue that went into that; then his singling out by Keely & Co. as fodder for the GPS, and the

lawsuit-and then by the lawyers as exemplar of the injunction defendants, since he had so

clearly "just fade(d) away," in Keely's unwittingly apt terminology, from the gang scene; whence

he dared to speak out against the cops-allIed to disaster, and he is back behind bars. Yet he

was "doing everyng right," as he said, and moreover he is clearly no par, 
of any 'criminal

street gang' causing a public nuisance in the Fruitvale, Keely's fevers against him

notwithstanding. Javier also deserves to be cut loose here, forthwith, and left with his remedies

against the cops.

And the defense wil righteously be left needing new exemplars, to show themselves also

"fading away" from the gang thing.

D.

In sum, while the merits of the case as a whole have been sketched out--arooned, in the

parlance of the mural ars-the pictue is not fairly filled in. There is no fair balance in the

quality or volume of detail that has come before the Court-surely nothìng for defendants to

match the bravura catalog of horrors so smoothly fashioned and expounded by Inspector

Keely-and therefore no fair measure of the threatened har to defendants, let alone of any

"balance of hardship" which could be found against them (or at least, against any supposedly

"active" criminal gang members found among them).5 In truth, only a fraction of defendants'

.

People ofthe State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541 
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proofs, and paricularly the evidence crucially showing misconduct, bad faith; and bias and

interest on the par of the police (state) cabal arayed against them-meanng, beyond that which

was demonstrated under the Cour's own eyes, in the not just 'melodramatic' but clearly

retaliatory, and purosefully bullying and intimidating, courtroom arest of Javier-has been

heard.

In these circumstances defendants raise again, as a first thng here, the plea that the Cour

should forbear from its present Phase One plan, and instead consolidate the hearng we have in

progress with tral of the merits herein, stay any decision to grant preliminar relief at least

through 'Phase Two'; and re-open the defendants' proofs on a plenar basis. To be sure, this

might best be done with an Order, after discussion, clarifying the issues that remain to be

established-and rested upon by the paries-regarding a decision on whether to yield up the

new police "tool," and if so in what form and against whom (and dismissing Abel Mano as a

defendant). But not an Order which grants an injunction.

Because of its impact on the paries outside of Cour, and in the larger communty, as

well as the case itself, a decision now-except to deny the motion, of course-wil simply

determine too much too soon; and it wil saddle the defense with a near-impossible standard to

5 The likely prejudice is paricularly acute where the heart of the matter of "active" gang

membership" in the case of most of these defendants, wil tu on whether each can satisfy the
Court that he has just faded away," or is reasonably fading away, from any past gang-related
criminal activity (and surely not including such passive or nominal actions as wearing or
possessing red (or green) things, greeting other mourers at a funeral, "hanging out" by your
house with a lifelong close friend, or other inherently innocuous behavior).

In this connection it should be recalled that the City Attorney himselfpublicly anounced, at
the instigation of the suit, that any defendant who had been clear of gang connections for two
years would be absolved; but he has not done it, they have not done it. Javier Quintero was two
years clean, and several months more by the time he testified, but Keely, the shot-caller, wants to
see him in prison; so guess where he is? Cops run it.

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
MP A in Opposition to a Preliminar Injunction as to Defendants Mano, Quintero 8
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meet in any appeaL. Afer what we have been through-or, ratlier,in light of what we are going

though, working though-'and given the prejudice which wil otherwse inure, we believe this

is the only fair course to take.

Otherwise, for the reasons outlined below, and even on this unbalanced record, we urge

that the motion be denied.

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541141
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II. STATEMENT OF ISSUES

A. As a jurisdictional matter, should the Cour dismiss defendant unncorporated

association of Oakand Fruitvale "Norteños," or reserve on subjecting it to an

injunction at this stage in the hearings, given that the People do not allege or

establish that either Javier Quintero or Abel Mano is a leader, organzer, or

authorized agent of the entity, and given that no alleged responsible party has

been permitted to testify?

B. Should the Cour dismiss defendants Quintero and Mano as paries, given that

Alameda County Probation determined that Mano was a lowest risk probationer

as recently as April 2010, and given that Quintero established he was "fading

away" by working full-time as a painter and living with his parents and sisters; or

alternatively, should the defendants be dismissed because presently established

laws and police agencies are suffcient to control either defendant?

c. Furhermore, should the Cour dismiss the motion for preliminary injunction,

given that the People failed to meet their burden of proof in establishing that an

actionable public nuisance caused by defendants pervades the entire Fruitvale

neighborhood; or inthe alternative, should the Cour narowly tailor the

geographical scope of injunctive relief to address localized "hot spots" that the

People may have established by substantial evidence?

D. Finally, have the defendants established that numerous equitable factors weigh

against injunctive relief, including the interests of communty members opposing

the proposed order and protesting police abuse, as well as the interests of

defendants in their own rehabilitation, given that the People have only proffered

potentially self-serving statements by salared law enforcement officials?

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541141
MP A in Opposition to a Preliminar Injunction as to Defendants Mano, Quintero 10
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ID. BUREN OF PROOF

"A preliminary injunction is an extraordinar remedy never awarded as of right." Winter

v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (2008) 555 U.S. 7, 129 S.Ct 365, 376. A plaintiff

seeking a preliminar injunction must establish: (1) that he is likely to succeed on the merits; (2)

that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of preliminar relief; (3) that the

balance of equities tips in his favor; and (4) that an injunction is in the public interest. Id. at 374.

In the context of a gang injunction, which wil impact important constitutional interests,

the People are required to demonstrate a likelihood of prevailing by clear and convincing

evidence. People v. Englebrecht (App. 4 Dist. 2001) 88 CaI.AppAth 1236, 1256. Thus, the

People must prove by clear and convincing evidence (1) that the gang and its members are

responsible for the public nuisance to be abated and (2) that the individual defendants are

members of the gang. People ex reI. Reisig v. Acuna (App. 3 Dist. 2010) 182 CaI.AppAth 866, .

872. See also People ex reI. Gallo v. Acuna (1997) 14 CaI.4th 1090, 1105 (alleged nuisance

must be "substantial" and "uneasonable"). A standard of clear and convincing is satisfied where

the evidence establishes a "high probability" of the requisite findings. Id. at 873.

In order to prove the existence of a gang, the People must show:

(A)ny ongoing organization, association, or group of 
thee or more persons, whether

formal or informal, having as one its primary activities the commission of one or more of
(certain enumerated criminal offenses), having a common name or common identifying
sign or symbol, and whose members individually or collectively engage in or have
engaged in a pattern of criminal gang activity. People ex re!. Reisig v. Acuna, 182
Cal.AppAth at 874 (citing CaI. Pen. C. §186.22(e)).

To show gang membership, the People must prove that each defendant is an active gang

paricipant. Englebrecht, 88 CaI.AppAth at 1259. "Active participation require(s) a relationship

with the gang which is more than nominal, passive, inactive or purely technicaL." Id.

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
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IV. ARGUMNT

A. As a Matter of Juridiction, Defendant Unincorporated Association of

Oakland Fruitvale Norteños Should Be Dismissed Because Neither Abel
Manzo nor Javier Quintero is Aleged or Established to be a Responsible
Part of the Organization, and Because No Other Defendant Has Been

Permitted to Testi

The California Cour of Appeal has upheld strct standards for providing gang injunction

defendants with notice and an opportnity to be heard. In order for service to be effective, the

People must serve "a person of sufficient character and ran to make it reasonably certain that

the unncorporated association wil be apprised of the case." People ex reI. Reisig v. Broderick

Boys (App. 3 Dist~ 2007), 149 CaI.AppAth 1506, 1523. Here, because there is insufficient

evidence to justify declaring Quintero or Mano to be a "responsible member" of the alleged

Oakand Norteño nuisance, the proposed injunction against the unincorporated association

should be denied. See id. at 1524.

Furermore, because the very California statute underlying the proposed injunctive

relief-the Californa Street Terrorism Enforcement and Prevention (STEP) Act-requires that a

gang must be a group of more than three persons, it would be inappropriate for the Cour to

issues an order against the entity after hearing from only two individual defendants. See CaI.

Pen. C. § 186.22( e). At the very least, this Court should delay ruling against the unincorporated

association until the People may establish-subject to the adversaral process-that three or

more defendants have engaged in concerted action to accomplish the alleged public nuisance.

The People have not established any organzational framework such as to demonstrate th

operation of an unincorporated association. Officer Keely himself admitted the defendant entity

did not have a hierarchy or leadership structure. (Reporter's Transcript (R T) 3/9/11 10:26-11:7,

14:18-20.) Keely suggested that certain figures are known as "shot callers" and, to the extent

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
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that there is an organzational structue, such individuals have some infuence. (ld. at 14:'18-24.)

At no point in these proceedings, however, have the People alleged that either Mano or

Quintero was a "shot caller" or "responsible member" of this sort.

Furhermore, the People have not established that Mano and Quintero associate atall,

much less engage in criminal, collective action. See People ex. reI Reisig v. Acuna, 182

Ca1.AppAth at 874-875. The two are not alleged to know each other and have never been

contacted in the same vicinity. (RT 2/16/11 29:19-20 (Quintero does not know Mano); see also

RT 2/23/1149:13-51:22 (the People questioned Mano about his associations with other

defendants but declined to ask him about Quintero). They are not alleged to be a par of the

same "clique" - Mano is alleged to associate with "Quince," the group near his family home on

East 15th Street; Quintero is alleged to associate with the "Untouchables," on Harington

Avenue, where he has lived most of his life. Because there is no criminal association between

Quintero and Mano, and because other defendants have not yet had the opportity to testify,

the People canot establish a basis for injunctive relief.

Of note, the People canot meet its burden against Mano, Quintero, or defendant

unncorporated association by relying upon evidence of other Norteño gangs. See People ex. ReI

Reisig v. Acuna, 182 Ca1.AppAthat 876. Thus, the People's evidence regarding the Nuestra

Famila prison gang should be disregarded - there is no evidence before the Cour that connects

that enterprise with the alleged nuisance caused by defendants in the Fruitvale neighborhood of

Oakand. Similarly, without proof of association between one "clique" and another, the actions

of one group should not be admissible to condemn the members of another.

Because no responsible member of the defendant unincorporated association is before

this Cour, the motion for preliminary injunction should be dismissed.

People of the State of California ex reLRusso v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541141
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B. The First Two Individual Defendants Should Be Dismissed, Because the

People Failed to PrC)ve "Active" Status; Alternatively, the People Failed to

Prove the Insuffciency of Existig Remedies at Law

1. Offcer Keely described the path that Manzo and Quitero
have taken: "fading away."

Officer Keely explained how a former gang member might move to inactive status:

Q. (I)s it 
your position that there is a special process by which a person who

is associated with a gang or a cli( que) has to go through in order to quote,
unquote, "drop out"? . . .

A. The process of dropping out changes. ... People can. There 
are different

routes that people drop out and some have to get beaten out, some can just
kind of fade away, but there (are) different routes.

Q. . . . But they can just fade away by stopping coming around or stopping
going to any hot spots or stop you know, engaging in activities with other
gang members which are either criminal or nuisance; isn't that true?

A. If they separate themselves from the gang yes, they can fade away. (R T
3/9/1117:3-19.

2. Abel Manzo proved to Alameda County Probation that he had
faded away no later than Apri 2010.

Probation Officer Dalen Randa exercised enormous control over Abel Manzo between

November 8, 2006, and April 2010. Randa is a special gang-focused probation offcer who

began to work in Oakland in 2006 pursuant to pursuant to a bond-fuded violence prevention

intiative known as "Measure Y." (Id. at 31:12-17.) On November 8, 2006, Randa happened to

be driving with OPD Officers Keely and Eugene Guerrero when the three men spotted Mano in

the Fruitvale. Guerrero told Randa that Mano was on probation. Randa proceeded to approach

Manzo and tell him that he would soon become Mano's probation offcer. (Id. at 9:24-12:4.)

After this fateful day, Manzo found himself on Randa's caseload for nearly four years.

During that time, Randa sent Mano to jail for such offenses as a failure to report address change

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
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and a speeding ticket. (See, e.g., RT 2/23/11 17:7-13.) Randa also'sent Mano to jail for

attending a fueral in 2009. (Id. at 23: 1-22.)

Despite Mano's probation violations, however, Randa eventually transferred Mano off

of his caseload, and back onto "as needed" probation, beginnng in April 2010. (Id. at 28:18-21.)

Randa explained his reasoning as follows:

Q. And. . . could you please tell us the reasons that you had for transferrng Mr.
Mano from your supervision to the as needed.

A. He had just attended the project safety neighborhood call in. He hooked up with
communty services and case workerS and I wanted to give him a chance, a .
fuher chance to change his life.

Q. And why would transferring him from your supervision to the as needed give
Abel Mano the fuher chance to change his life?

A. One last restriction for him that he might consider holding him back.

Q. And so, in your niind, by giving him less restriction, it might be more of an
incentive to go and be a productive citizen?

A. Based on the tools that had just been provided to him, yes.

Q. And you felt that Abel Mano was actually making positive choices towards
being a positive citizen in April of 2007? . . .

A. In that he had attended the call in and was taking advantage of services, yes.
(Id. at 29:13-30:4.)

Randa's supervisor at the Alameda County Probation Deparent approved Mano's transfer to

"as needed" status. At no time since April 2010 has Probation considered Mano to be a higher

risk probationer, such as to remove him from "as needed" status.

Dalen Randa exercised enormous infuence over Abel Mano for approximately four

years, as par of Randa's City-fuded grant-interdiction work. By the admission of Randa and

his Probation Deparment supervisor, Manzo does not pose a theat to the community of

Oakand. Given this admission, by the law enforcement agency with the most specific

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541141
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knowledge of Mr. Mano and his prospective activities, the People canot meet their burden of

demonstrating by clear and convincing evidence that Mano is likely to cause irreparable har.

For these reasons, Mano should be dismissed as a defendant.

3. Javier Quintero straightened his lie out and was worIdng at a
good job with increasing responsibilties; yet, as the Caliornia
Department of Corrections has demonstrated, its agents have
unrestricted authority to impose new conditions of parole and
punish Quintero for unadjudicated "technical violations."

When this Cour heard Javier Quintero's testimony, he had committed himself to turng

his life around after an arest and parole violation in late 2008. Under Keely's term, he was

"fading away." Javier was living in Oakland with his parents, his sisters, and his sisters'

children. (RT 2/16/11 13:6-16.) He had developed a relationship with a painting and

construction company, Sykes General Contractor, and eared solid employment. (Id. at 7:28-

8:10.) Quintero stared with Sykes as a "prep," worked himself up to a position as a painter, and

was ready to follow additional pathways for advancement. When hearing began in this case,

Quintero considered himself on the path to becoming 
a foreman for the company. (Id.)

Unfortately for Javier, he is operating under an amended parole agreement imposed by

the Californa Department of Corrections (CDC). Beginnng in September 2, 2008, Javier

Quintero had been released on parole subject to a parole agreement. (RT 3/5/11 33:4:"17.) The

parole conditions were considered to be "low leveL." (RT 2/16/11 12:13-24.) In July of2010,

without Quintero having comnitted any new criminal offenses, CDC subjected Quintero to

"elevated" parole conditions. (RT 3/15/11 33: 18-34:9'.) Under the amended parole agreement,

CDC imposed foureen additional conditions of parole on Quintero. (People's Ex. 14.)

Quintero's new conditions included restrictions on association, gang clothing, and other gang-

related materials and accessories; in addition, Quintero was required to wear and maintain a

Global Positioning System (GPS) monitor. (Id.)
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Parole Agent Joey Moreno began supervising Quintero in October 2010. (RT 3/15/11

32:6-17.) When asked to describe why Quintero's status was elevated in July 2010, even though

Quintero had not been arested since September 2008, Agent Moreno replied: "the deparment

implemented a new gang caseload." (ld. at 33:18-25,) "(W)e needed some cases that had some

tye of gang conditions or gang affiliations." (Id. at 75:18-25.)

Later, Agent Moreno declared that he holds "a lot of control" over Quintero. (Id~ at

63:17-64:3.) Moreno is able to dictate the terms and conditions of parole; he can change the

terms and conditions of parole; he can tell Quintero how often he needs to come into the parole

office; and he can determine when and how often he chooses to search Quintero's home. (ld.)

Moreno is not even obligated to consider Quintero's good behavior when he.decides whether or

not to elevate Quintero's parole status. (ld. at 83:4-20.)

The CDC Deparent of Parole did not have occasion to revoke Quintero's parole at any

time between October 2008 and March 2011. (ld. at 67:24-69:2.) Without cause, CDC elevated

Quintero's parole status in July 2010, nearly two years after he was released on parole. (People'

Ex. 14.) After Quintero chose to testify in this case, and after Quintero's counsel cross-examine

Parole Agent Joey Moreno on March 15,2011, Quintero found himself arested in open cour on

March 22 for an alleged violation of his newly imposed "gang conditions." (Petition for Writ of

Habeas Corpus for Defendant Javier Quintero, at 4:12-5:29.) To date, CDC has not explained

why they decided to arest Quintero in open cour. Since March 22, 2011, Quintero has been

incarcerated and under the control of CDC, and he is curently being held at Santa Rita County

JaiL. (Supplemental Declaration of Michael Siegel, ir2.)

The People canot meet their burden of showing by clear and convincing evidence that

Javier Quintero poses a likelihood of irreparable har to the Oakland community. His only

arest since late 2008 was his recent incarceration based upon alleged technical, non-criminal

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541141
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violations of his parole agreément. (See Petition for Writ of Habeas.) Furhermore, as

manfestly demonstrated in these proceedings, the legal system already has enormous control

over Quintero. Therefore, Quintero should be dismissed as a defendant.

c. The People Have Failed to Establih that the Aleged Nuisance Pervades the
Entire Fruitvale Neighborhood Encompassed by the Proposed Safety Zone;
Alternatively, Any Potential Order Should Be Narrowly Tailored to Restrct
Only Substantial and Unreasonable "Hot Spots" of Nuisance Activity

An injunction may not burden the constitutional right of association more than is

necessar to serve the significant governental issue at stake. People ex reI. Gallo v. Acuna

(1997) 14 CaI.4th 1090, 1115, 1120-1122; In re Englebrecht (App. 4 Dist. 1998) 67 CaI.AppAth

486,495 (applying test to geographical scope of injunction). "A statute that prohibits

constitutionally protected conduct is overbroad and its enforcement may constitute a denial 
of

due process." In re Englebrecht, 67 CaI.AppAth at 497.

Under the overbreadth doctrine, a governent purpose to control or prevent activities
constitutionally subject to state regulation may not be achieved by 

means which sweep
unecessarily broadly and thereby invade the area of protected freedoms. . . . If the
overbreadth is substantial, the law may not be enforced against anyone, including the
par before the cour, until it is narowed to reach only unprotected activity, whether by
legislative action or by judicial construction or partial invalidation. !d.

Here, the proposed "safety zone" covers 400 square blocks and approximately two square

miles, including upwards of 15,000 residences. (Declaration of Michael Siegel (Feb. 2, 2011)

iI16.) The People's evidence does not demonstrate 400 blocks of 
nuisance behavior, however.

As the Cour is certainly familar, the Supreme Cour in Acuna granted an extremely limited

injunction; of four square blocks, directed largely against individuals that did not live withn the

target area. 14 CaI. 4th at 1100. Here, however, the defendants are residents ofthe

neighborhood they would be restricted in. Perhaps more relevant for the Cour's consideration,

however, is that the vast majority of the proposed "safety zone" is in fact a safe area today.

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RG10541 
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As OffcerKeely indicated in his testimony, the vast majority of the People's evidénc-e

focuses on certain "hot spots" that attract nuisance behavior. (RT 3/2/11 24:21-25:16; see also

Declaration of Micah Clatterbaugh irir 3-8 and EX..A (sumarzing the People's evidence

according to geographic locations within the proposed '''safety zone").) Keely named a total of

ten alleged "hot spots" within the Fruitvale. (RT 3/9/11 at 5, 7, 32, 41-50,) A statistiCal analysis

reveals that seven of these ten locations account for the vast majority of alleged nuisance

activities in the proposed safety zone. (See Clatterbaugh Dec. irir 3-8 and Ex. A.) Takng as a

whole all of the Oakland Police Deparent declarations submitted by the People, there are a

total of 313 incidents in evidence. (fd.) These incidents include both arests as well as non-

arest contacts. (Id.) Out ofthe total contacts, 273 are recorded as occurng within the proposed

safety zone. Of these 273 Fruitvale incidents, 212 or 78% occurred within a two block radius of'

one of Keely's hotspots. (fa.) In terms of arests, 115 arests occured within a two block radius

ofthe hotspots, and 29 arests occurred beyond the hotspots. (Id.)

Thus, geographically speaking, the alleged nuisance behavior occurs in a small fraction

ofthe Fruitvale territory. The concentration of incidents is even more stark if the "busiest"

hotspots are isolated. "Quince," or the 2200 block of East 15th Street, accounts for over 27% of

all alleged incidents. The next four busiest hotspots account for approximately 40% of all

alleged Fruitvale incidents. (fd. (Cesar Chavez Park, 36th Avenue, Mitchell Street, 38th

Avenue).)

The People do not provide any crime data from other areas of the City of Oakland, so as

to allow for an objective determination of whether the Fruitvale crime data is more egregious

than other areas ofthe City. From the evidence provided by the People, there is no justification

for an injunction over most of the Fruitvale streets. See Acuna, 14 CaI.4th at 1105 (alleged

nuisance must be "substantial" and "uneasonable"). To the extent that any injunction might be
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issúed, the order should encompass only those areas where the alleged nuisance activities arise to

the level of nuisance established by the Californa Supreme Cour in Acuna.

Furhermore, the People must not be excused from their burden of connecting individual

defendants to the alleged nuisance: thus, in òrder for a defendant to be enjoined from exercising

constitutional rights in a paricular zone, there must be evidence that the defendant contrbuted to

the nuisance in that zone.

Finally, as defendants have remarked throughout the proceedings, much of the evidence

presented by the People is old and potentially out-dated evidence. Thus, in order to sustain a

finding that a paricular hotspot is a substantial and uneasonable nuisance, the finding should be

based upon recent incidents.

D. Alternatively, the Defendants Have Demonstrated Through Substantial
Evidence that the Equities Favor Dismissal of the Injunction, Given the
Numerous and Diverse Voices of Opposition and the Substantial and
Growing Evidence of Arbitrary Police Enforcement

1. Numerous and diverse community members have submitted
sworn statements in opposition to the proposed injunction.

The Court of Appeal has remarked on the importce of community declarations to

justify the public interest in a proposed injunction. In re Englebrecht, 67 Ca1.App.4th at 489.

Here, a great number of Oakland residents have submitted sworn statements in opposition to the

proposed Fruitvale Injunction. These statements include:

. Maisha Quint. Ms. Quint is the Outreach Coordinator for the Eastside Ars Allance
(EAA) located in the Fruitvale. The EAA has suffered a dramatic drop in paricipation,
up to 66%, in their youth and young adult programs and attendance at performances since
the beginnng of201 L The Allance's investigation revealed that the proposed Fruitvale
gang injunction, and the related fear of being labeled a gang member by the OPD, is the
reason for the decline in paricipation. ("Volume VI" Declarations, Quint Dec. ~~ 1, 9.)

. Hugo Guerrero. Mr. Guerrero is the owner of a travel agency in the Fruitvale, the CEO
of the Merchant and Professional Association of Oakland, and lives on East 20th Street in
th~ Fruitvale. , He believes the injunction wil be bad for business because it will label th

People of the State of California ex reI. Russo v. Norteños. et aI., Case No. RGI0541141
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Frutvale a "gang zone" and wil also result in a drop in próperty values. ("Volume VI"
Declarations, Guerrero Dec. ir7.)

. Marta Gomez. Ms. Gomez has been an Oakand resident since she was eleven years
old and continues to live near the Fruitvale.. She lived on East 15th Street from 1983 to
2008. Ms. Gomez states that East 15th, known as "Quince," is a safe neighborhood
where many families own homes and children play safely. She states that her neighbors'
main concern is prostitution, not gang violence. (Gomez Dec. irir 1,42,44.)

. Favianna Rodriguez. Ms. Rodriguez is an arist, business owner and Frutvale resident.
She co-founded the Eastside Ars Allance. Ms. Rodriguez describes how the color red is
a critical cultual resource. She urges the cour not to spread fear by stigmatizing the
color red and depriving residents of a vital tool of expression. (Rodriguez Dec.irir 26-27)

. Steve Hayes. Mr. Hayes, an Oakland resident who lives on 60th Avenue near the

Fruitvale, has known Defendant Octavio Lupian for 10 years. He believes that Mr.
Lupian is a responsible person who has matured greatly over the past couple of years.
("Volume III" Declarations, Hayes Dec. irir 6,8.)

. Martha Zepeda de Lupian. Ms. Lupian lives in the Fruitvale and her son is Defendant
Octavio Lupian. The Oakland Police Deparment has harassed Ms. Lupian including
pointing guns at her when they entered her home. She believes her son is a helpful and
responsible young man. ("Volume III" Declarations, Zepeda de LupiaiiDec. irir 2, 8.)

. Diana Gutierrez. Ms. Gutierrez lives in Oakland and is friends with Defendant Javier

Quintero. She stated that Javier's family is very' 
religious and that the family collects

rosaries, not for gang reasons as suggested by Officer Keely, but to demonstrate religious
devotion. Gutierrez witnessed OPD officers brutalizing Javier when he was arested in
2008. ("Volume V" Declarations, Guitierrez Dec. irir 1,4-5.) .

. Sandra Castellanos. Ms. Castellanos is the co-owner of a bakery in the Fruitvale.
Although she believes that somethng needs to be done about crime in the neighborhood,
she thinks that the injunction wil be bad for business because "people wouldn't come."
"Volume VI" Declarations, Castellanos Dec. irir 4,6.)

. Sergio Canales. Mr. Canales lives on Harngton Street in the Fruitvale and is friends
with Defendant Javier Quintero. Mr. Canales desires to live in a peaceful cOIIunity and
believes that the injunction wil give the police a green light to harass anyone who is mal
and Latino. ("Volume VI" Declarations, Sergio Canales Dec. ir8.)

. Deandre Thompson. Mr. Thompson is a Counselor at the Youth Employment Program
in the Fruitvale and does not believe the gang injunction wil be effective, because it
categorizes people who might not be involved in gangs. ("Volume II" Declarations,
Thompson Dec. ir6.)
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. Dianna Thiem. Mrs. Thiem, a Fruitvale resident and mother of defendant Anthony
Garcia, believes the injunction wil create a hostile environment in her communty,
increase distrst between the community members and police, and force established
familes out of the neighborhood. ("Volume II" Declarations, Thiem Dec. ~~ 14-15.)

. Stella Lucero Vigi. For over 40 years Ms. Vigil has resided on East. 16th Street in the
Fruitvale. She is a member ofSt. Elizabeth's Parsh and has known defendant Anthony
Garcia since he was an infant. She believes the money spent on the injunction would be
better utilized for job training and other related services for the youth in the communty.
("Volume II" Declarations, Stella Lucero Vigil Dec. ~16.)

. Jose Carrera: For twenty-two years Mr. Carera has lived on Bridge Avenue in the

Fruitvale. He knows defendants Anthony Garcia, Kenneth Vigil and Augustine VigiL.
He works for C&H and believes the gang injunction will increase distrust between the
communty members and the police. His son was subjected to racial profiing, and he
believes the injunction wil increase such activities. ("Volume II" Declarations, Carera
Dec. ~1 1.)

. Luis Ortega. Mr. Ortega is a Fruitvale resident, lives on Bridge Avenue and knows
defendants Anthony Garcia, Kenneth Vigil and Augustine VigiL. He believes the
injunction wil lessen the cultual diversity of his neighborhood and force familes to

leave the neighborhood. ("Volume II" Declarations, Luis Ortega Dec. ~13.)

. Esther LeaL. Ms. Leal is the older sister of Defendant Ruben Leal and has been a

Fruitvale resident her entire life. She believes the gang injunction wil increase racial
profilii;g and she is mad that her tax dollars are being spent on a racist lawsuit. ("Volume
I" Declarations, Esther Leal Dec. ~~ 4,6.)

. Martha Elena Cervantes. Ms. Cervantes is a Fruitvale resident and the neighbor of
Defendant Ruben LeaL. Ms. Cervantes believes that the injunction is not a "real solution"
to address how the system has failed the youth. ("Volume I" Declarations, Cervantes
Dec. ~8.)

. Jessica Sanchez-Lopez. Ms. Sanchez-Lopez is the cousin of defendant Michael
Muscadine and lives on 9th Avenue in Oakland. She believes that the injunction is not
well thought out, or fair. ("Volume I" Declarations, Sanchez-Lopez Dec. ~17.)

. Leticia Ortega. Ms. Ortega is a resident of the Fruitvale and is the aunt of defendant
Angelo Ortega. She believes that the injunction wil cause tension in the Latino
community and that the fuds could be better used for education and jobs., ("Volume I"
Declarations, Leticia Ortega Dec. ~~14-15.)

. Esmeralda Quintero. Ms. Quintero was born and raised in the Fruitvale and is the
brother of Defendant Javier Quintero. She opposed the injunction because she believes
many of the people named on the injunction are already under supervision and that there
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is no need to spend money for additional supervision of such persons. ("Volume I"
Declarations, Esmeralda Quintero Dec. ~9.)

. Maria Lila Quintero. Ms. Quintero has resided in the Fruitvale since 1977 and is 
the

mother of Defendant Javier Quintero. She is against the injunction because she believes
that it will give the Oakand Police Deparment another reason to target young men in her
. neighborhood. ("Volume I" Declarations, Maria Lilia Quintero Dec. ~6.)

. Maria Elena Gonzalez. Ms. Gonzalez has lived in the Fruitvale for 15 years and is the
mother of Defendant Jose Rodrguez. She believes the proposed injunction is an
injustice. ("Volume I" Declarations, Mara Elena Gonzalez Dec. ~1 1.)

. Angelica Serrano. Ms. Serrano lives in the Fruitvale with her family. She is the wife of
defendant Luis Serrano. She is against the injunction for numerous reasons. She believe
that the money should be spent on jobs, benefits, and teacher salaries. She believes the
cops will harass people because of the way they look and their relationships to certain
individuals. She also believes the injunction will also create more single mothers.
("Volume I" Declarations, Angelica Serrano Dec. ~~9-1O.)

. Mercedes Guilen. Ms. Guilen is a Fruitvale resident and the mother of defendant Luis
Serrano. She is against the injunction because she believes the money spent on the
injunction would be better spent on recovery programs, counseling for familes, and
recreational programs for the youth. ("Volume I" Declarations, Guilen Dec. ~9.)

. Michelle Clark. Ms. Clark is the Executive Director of Youth Employment Parership,
a nonprofit youth and adult employment training agency located in the Fruitvale
neighborhood. Ms. Clark believes that the gang injunction is "counter-productive" when
it targets individuals who are trying to move in the right direction. (Clark Dec. ~~ 2-5.)

2. The proponents of the proposed injunction are all salaried law
enforcement offcials who have a vested interest. consolidatig
and expanding upon their exitig, considerable resources; in
addition, many of these police agents have "unclean hands."

The Oakland Police Déparment has demonstrated, through its actions in this case, that it

has enormous resources to devote to monitoring, contacting, detaining, searching, aresting, and

investigating the defendants. Over 125 different officers of the Oakand Police Deparment have

submitted declarations in this case. (Declaration of Oakland Percipient Witness Police Officers

at 1-5.) Three ofthese officers-Douglass Keely, Daren Allson, and Eugene Guerrero- have

been put forward by the People as "gang experts." An entire crew of OPD offcers has been

tasked with searching parolees and probationers. (See RT 3/22/11 at 5, 28-29, 41,89-90.) These
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officers are even used for such mundane tasks as serving the defendants with civil litigation

paperwork. (See, e.g., "Volume I" Declarations, Sal Avalos Dec.ill2 ("When I was served with

the papers on the gang injunction, 12 Oakland police officers entered my house. . . (and left it) a

complete mess.")

In addition to the hundreds of officers that have been tasked, in different ways, with

policing the defendants, OPD is âiso able to multiply its forces through constant collaboration

with County and State police forces. County Probation Offcer Dalen Randa rides in patrol cars

with Oakland Police officers and is fuded by City of Oakland grants. (See RT 4/11/11 at 10.)

Parole Agent Joey Moreno receives calls from OPD when one of his parolee, Javier Quintero is

stopped as a passenger in a car. (See Petition for Writ of Habeas at 4-5.)

At the same time that OPD forces dedicate themselves to being omnpresent in

defendants' lives, individual officers have frequently exceeded the bounds oflawfl conduct.

The initial evidence in this matter has revealed repeated instances of misconduct including:

. Esmerelda Quintero observed OPD Offcer Keely standing on Javier Quintero's back-

with Javier's face pushed into the ground-after Javier had submitted to arest (RT 3/211

23 :23-27);

. On multiple occasions, the members ofthe.Oakand Gang Task Force undertook to

search Javier Quintero's home, entering with guns drawn, threatening and handcuffing all

of the residents, and each time leaving the home in disarray (R T 2/16/11 11: 16-15: 11);

. Defendant Octavio Lupian first met Probation Officer Randa when Randa entered his

home, slamed him into a refrigerator, ordered the destruction of his toilet, and made

racist remarks to his longtime girlfriend ("Volume VIII" Declarations, Octavio Lupian,

il3). Randa repeated his racist attacks at subsequent searches (ld., il4); and
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. .
. Defendant Michael Muscadine met Randa when Randa decided to undertake a search óf

Muscadine's home, even though Muscadine was not on probation at the time ("VoL. '

VIII," Muscadine Dec. ~2). Months later, Offcers Randa and Keely attempted a search

and destroyed Muscadine's front door with a battering ram. (Id. at ~4.)

Of course, most of the defendants have not yet been provided the opportty to provide direct

testimony in ths case. Defendants' counsel believe that the above':enumerated incidents

represents a small fraction of the total incidents of police misconduct in relation to defendants.

It should also be noted that the Oakland City Attorney's offce has taken multiple

actions-in'apparent violation of their duty ofprosecutorial neutrality-to prejudice the interests

of the defendants. In announcing the injunction on October 13,2010, the City Attorney held a

televised press conference and accused the defendants of 
being "terrorists" and "sociopaths."

(Michael Siegel Dec. ~~ 2-3 and Ex. A, B.) Within weeks, the City Attorney dismissed two

defendants from the case - without issuing any press advisory to anounce their improper

inclusion in the case. (Opposition of Abel Mano at 3-4.) Later, on Februar 16,2011, this

Court observed that private counsel for the Oakand City Attorney, Tricia Hynes, attempted to

move into evidence certain juvenile records relating to Javier Quintero. (RT 2/16/11 55:26-

56: 15.) When Quintero's counsel objected to the evidence as contrary to state law regarding

introduction of juvenile records, Hynes stated to the court: "I have not looked at those

documents." (Id. at 91 :9-28.) Later, Hynes recanted, and admitted that she had looked at the

documents. (People's MPA Regarding Admissibility of 
Police Reports and Juvenile Records

(Feb. 23,2011).)

III
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3. The People have faned to establish that the proposed order wil
actually reap a "benefit" for the Fruitvale community, wherea
there is considerable evidence that a gang injunction wil cause
considerable harm.

As Dr. Bar Krisberg has testified, there is little evidence that demonstrates that a gang

injunction produces any demonstrable benefit to the subject communty. (See Krisberg Dec. i¡i¡

6-20.) The Rand Corporation studied a Santa Ana, California injunction and found that the order

had no impact on overall crime. (Id. at i¡7.) Other studies have been inconclusive, and have not

demonstrated any sustained improvement in crime rates. (Id. at i¡8.) In Oakland, this Cour can

take notice that in a related case before Departent 20, involving a preliminary injunction

against the "Nort Side Oakand" group, the City of Oakland has yet to forward any conclusive

evidence that the injunction has produced a net benefit to the community.

Meanwhile, there is evidence that the proposed Fruitvale injunction is causing-numerous

hars to the community. Abel Mano and Javier Quintero have been harmed, of course, as have

all of the defendants who have been stigmatized as "gang members," "terrorists," and so forth.

See People v. Englebrecht (App. 4 Dist. 2001) 88 Cal.AppAth 1236, 1247 (a heightened standar

of proof is required when a proceeding could result in "loss of good name"). After Mano

testified in this case, the City Attorney's attorneys sent subpoenas to De'z Cuts barbershop

where Mano worked, which led to Mano's forced separation from the enterprise. (Supp.

Siegel Dec. i¡3.) And after Quintero testified, and after Quintero's attorneys cross-examined

Quintero's parole agenUoey Moreno, Quintero found himself subject to incarceration. In

addition to these two individuals, the other defendants have suffered from police harassment in

the form of "service of process," increased surveilance, and so forth. (See, e.g., "VoL. I"

Declarations, Sal Avalos Dec. i¡12.)
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There is also evidence that the proposed gang injunction maý undermine curent City of

Oakand initiatives to intervene and prevent gang violence. The City of Oakand "Measure Y

Violence Outreach Coordinator," Kevin Grant, has stated in published media reports the

proposed gang injunction will undermine the City's prevention and intervention efforts. (Supp.

Siegel Dec., ~~ 4-5 and Ex. A.)

GRANT: When we first did some of the call ins in central Oakand, then a week or two, a
month later, it was actually about a month or two~ then they did an injunction, and it
made us look real suspect, right, because it was a lot of the same people we called in. . . .

GRAT: The city is either gonna stand behind this message and say, "If you come to
these call-ins, we got your back," and then how would you tell them that and the next day
you're putting them on the gang injunction? That's like tellng your child, "Okay, I'm
not gonna whup you for that," and then an hour later you whup 'em. (Id.)

Despite this apparent contradiction between the multi-milion dollar Measure Y program and the

City Attorney's gang injunction initiative, the City Attorney has yet to ask for City Council

authorization for the proposed Fruitvale injunction. ,To date, the City Council has not approved

the proposed injunction. (Supp. Siegel Dec. ~6.)

E. Alternatively, Numerous Terms of the Proposed Order Serve to Undermine
Constitutional Guarantees of Expression and Due Process

1. The proposed order does not derme "known" gang member
with reasonable specifcity; current policy would permit OPD
unfettered discretion to classif individuals as "Norteños."

In the context of a gang injunction, law enforcement must provide a reasonably specific

definition of "active member" in order to give adequate notice to those it wishes to subject to a

cour order. People ex reI. Reisig v. Acuna, 182 CaI.AppAth at 884. In West Sacramento, for

example, the District Attorney proposed an injunction that included a definition of "active

member." ¡d. at 883 (listing four factors to determine who is an "active member" of the

Broderick Boys). Thus, defendants to the proposed West Sacramento order were given some
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specific knowledge as to how law enforcement would decide who they are permitted to associate

with.

'Here, the People have proposed the following limit on association:

No Gang Association: Driving, stading, sitting, walking, gathering or appearing,'
anywhere in public view or any place accessible to the public, with a known member of
the Norteños gang as said term is defined by law, including but not limited to those
members identified by named (sic) in the Complaint, except when members are directly
traveling to or from the following locations and where their presence is desired or
required: (1) inside a school attending class or on school business; (2) inside a church or
other place of worship; (3) at a location where they are actively engaged in a legitimate
business, employment, trade, training, profession or occupation; (4) at a location where
they're attending counseling sessions, seeking social services, or attending communty
meetings at community centers or other established organzations. Notice of Motion and
Motion for Preliminar Injunction, at 4:3-12.

The language proposed by the People is problematic in multiple ways. First of all, the

prohibition against association with"a known member ofthe Norteños gang as said term is

defined by law" does not give a potentially affected individual notice of who the "law" will 
label

a gang member. This dilemmais exemplified by the curent Oakand Police Deparent policy

for classifying gang members. (See Declaration of Carol Strickman (Filed Februar 22, 2011) at

iiii 2-4 and Ex. C.) In response to a public records request, OPD defined its policy as follows:

In terms of how the Deparment classifies if someone is a gang member, the individual has to
meet two of the requirements outlined per CA State Penal Code 186.22:

1. Self Admission

2. Self Admission While in a Booking Facility
3. Gang Tattoos

4. Gang Clothing

5. Frequenting Gang Area

6. Paricipating in Gang Crime per 186.22PC

7. Identified by reliable source

8. Display Gang Symbols and/or signs

9. Gang Registrant per 186.30PC. (Strickman Dec. iiii 2-4 and Ex. C.)

Under the terms of the proposed order, anyone that meets two of the criteria above could

therefore become a prohibited associate for an enjoined defendant. Such a prohibition would
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then require each enjoined defendant to refrain from associating with anyone wearing "gang

clothng" (i.e., red) withn a "gang zone" (i.e., the proposed safety zone). Multiple law

enforcement offcials have testified to the issue of "gang clothng": Keely, Moreno, and Randa

have also stated that any bit of color red, of any shade or hue, can constitute "gang clothing."

(RT 3/9/11 67:4-8; RT 3/15/11 70:4-71:9; RT 3/22/11 35:24-36:27.) Thus, enjoined defendants

are facing an order that would prohibit them from standing with anyone wearng a speck of red

anywhere within the two square miles of the Fruitvale neighborhood.

A second major problem with the proposed "do not associate" provision is that it labels

defendants as' gang members before they have had an opportnity to appear as a witness and

contradict the People's evidence. In essence, ifthe proposed language were implemented after

the completion of Phase One of these proceedings, defendants would trly be "guilty before

proven innocent."

A third major problem with the proposed "do not associate" provision is that it provides

for exceptions to the provision, but there wil be no clear way for OPD to determine whether a

paricular exception wil apply., How does OPD determine if an enjoined individual is traveling

to a communty meeting or not? How does OPD determine whether 
an enjoined individual is

ehgaging in a legitimate occupation?

The proposed "no not associate" provision in the People's proposed injunction is fraught

with the potential to faciltate numeroùs and repeated civil rights violations. Because such

violations are foreseeable and preventable, the Cour should strike this provision from any such

order, or in the alternative, reform such provision so that it is consistent with the notice

requirements established the Cour of Appeals. See People ex reI. Reisig v. Acuna, 182

CaI.AppAth at 884.
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2. The content-based restrictions on "gang clothing" proscribes a
dramatic array of innocent expressive conduct.

The People have proposed the following restriction on clothng:

No. . . Gang Clothing: . . . wearng clothing hats or an accessory that contains red (sic) in
whole or par that is visible to the public. . . with the exception of wearing a unform that
must be worn while one is engaged in lawfl employment or coming to and from the
lawfl employment. Notice of Motion and Motion for Preliminary Injunction, at 5:10-21.

As the People's law enforcement agents have testified, the prohibited color red includes all forms

of red, and can include even a small amount red. (RT 3/9/11 67:4-8; RT 3/15/11 70:4-71 :9; RT

3/22/11 35:24-36:27.) Neither the Parole Deparment, nor the Probation Deparent, nor OPD

have any standard for how to define a prohibited color as opposed to a permitted color. (Id.)

In regards to this provision, as others, the People must meet the "stringent test" for

content-neutral injunctions described in Englebrecht: "whether the challenged provisions of the

injunction burden no more speech than necessary to serve a significant governent interest." 88

Cal.AppAth at 1265. The problem with the proscription on the color red in the Fruitvale is that

the color is "not only used for ilicit reasons, but (also) countless lawfl, legitimate and everyday

uses, both in the personal sense and professionally." In re Englebrecht, 67 Cal.AppAth at 498

(describing a restriction on communication devices). Such an all-encompassing regulation poses

a greater burden on the defendants' right to free speech and the community's right to free speech

than is necessary to serve the City Attorney's interest in abating the alleged nuisance.

As arist Faviana Rodriguez describes, the prohibition of the color red would in effect

proscribe 30 percent oftne color wheeL. (Rodriguez Dec. , 9.) Banng red and green (as

suggested by Offcer Keely's description of the "Untouchables" colors) would in essence limit

an individual to the colors yellow, white, black, and grey. And banng red, green, and black (as

indicated by Probation Agent Joey Moreno, who believes that Quintero can be prohibited from
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wearng all three ofthese colors), would only fuher limit the scope of color permitted to

Quintero, to a world of white and khak.

As Rodriguez' declaration explains, color is an essential aspect of Latino culture. (Id. at

irI5.) Color is a par of expression and religion, and Ìt is a par of 
national heritage. (Id. at irir 16-

17.) Limiting color limits the enjoined individuals from expressing feelings and emotions. (Id.

at ~21.) Limiting the color red, in paricular, would isolate individuals from celebrating Cinco de

Mayo (a day celebrating Mexican heritage, often spent wearng the Mexican flag's colors of

white, green, and red) as well as political figures such as Cesar Chavez of the United Far

Workers. (Id. at ir25.)

The testimony of Parole Agent Joey Moreno demonstrated how restrictions on clothing

can be subject to arbitrary police enforcement. Although Javier Quintero was given "gang

conditions" of parole including restrictions on "gang clothing," his parole agent Moreno never

, discussed these conditions with him. (RT 3/15/11 70:4-10.) When asked what colors Quintero
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was prohibited from wearing, he answered "red colors" and then, "anything with red, black, a

mixtue of that." (Id. at 70:11-19.) Moreno's testimony directly contradicted the testimony of

OPD Expert Keely, who stated that the relevant colors for Quintero were red and green. (Expert

Declaration ofOPD Offcer Douglass Keely, at 120:20-24.) Given ths contradictory testimony,

it appears that Moreno-a parole agent with "a lot of control" over Quintero-has essentially

admitted, under oath, that he did not know how to enforce Quintero's parole conditions regardin

"gang clothing."

Because the prohibition on "gang clothing," in light oflaw enforcement testimony, is not

narowly tailored and therefore unecessarily restricts numerous religious, cultural, and political

expressive activities, this provision should be dismissed, or in the alternative, reformed so as to

minimize the intrsion on fudamental constitutional interests.
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3. The restrctions on "drugs" proscribe lawful recreational and
medicinal activities.

The People's proposed limitation on "drgs" reads as follows:

Stay Away from Drugs: (1) paricipating in the ilegal sale, possession, or use of any
controlled substance or related paraphernalia, as defined in Health and Safety Code
Section 11364, including but not limited to rollng papers and pipes used for ilegal drug

use, (2) kIowingly remaining in the presence of anyone sellng, possessing, or using any
controlled substance or related paraphernalia, (3) knowingly remaining in the presence of
any controlled substance or such related paraphernalia; (4) drving under the infuence of
any controlled substance, or (5) being under the infuence of drugs in public.

This provision is problematic in that its broad wording impacts numerous innocent activities

including the fudamental right to access medical care. See People ex reI. Reisig, 182

CaI.App.4th at 887 (striking down provision that would prohibit being inside any store where

prescription drugs are sold); 182 Ca1.App.4th at 892 (striking down provision that would

proscribe consumption of alcohol in public view).

Here, Section (1) prohibits "rolling papers" which may be used in preparing legal tobacco

and prescription marijuana cigarettes. Section (2) would proscribe being in the presence of

someone sellng, possessing, or using lawfl controlled substances and paraphernalia. Section

(3) would proscribe being in the presence of 
lawfl controlled substances and paraphernalia.

Section (5) would proscribe being under the influence of lawful drugs. Because this provision

unecessarily restricts innocent and fudamentally important activities, including access to legal

prescription medicine, the provision should be dismissed, or in the alternative, reformed so as to

minimize the intrusion on fudamental constitutional interests.

4. The restrctions on "graffti tools" proscribe lawful artstic,
creative, and expressive activities.

The People's proposed limitation on "graffiti tools" reads as follows:

No Graffiti or Graffiti Tools: Damaging, defacing, or marking any public propert or
private propert of another, or possessing any spray paint container, felt tip marker, or
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other graffiti tool as defined in Penal Code section 594.2. NotIce'ofMotion and Motion
for Preliminary Injunction, at 4:23-25.

This provision is problematic in that it prohibits law aristic expression on private

property (i.e., painting a wall with permission). Additionally, it proscribes lawfl possession of

ar supplies and professional supplies. For example, Javier Quintero, as a painter, should have

the ability to access art supplies that would be subject to this restriction. Because this provision

unecessarily restricts innocent and fudamentally important activities, including the abilty to

ear a living in varous trades that utilize the so-called "graffiti tools" enumerated above, the

provision should be dismissed, or in the alternative, reformed so as to minimize the intrusion on

fudamental constitutional interests.

F . Alternatiely, The Court Must Maintain the Status Quo and if it Issues an
Injunction, an Evidence-based Injunction that is' Overseen by a Monitor
Should Be Issued

The purose of the proposed preliminary injunction would be to maintain the status quo

until the merits of this controversy can be decided. See, e.g., Curl v. Pacifc Home (App. 2 Dist.

1952) 108 CaI.App.2d 655, 661. This Court is fully aware of the competing considerations to be

taken into account in framing a preliminary injunction that may do more har than good. Javier

Quintero's incarceration for paricipating in these proceedings captues, in a nutshell, the

competing equitable considerations which have traditionally affected the granting or denial of a

preliminar injunction, such as the effectiveness of the relief sought, the nature of the har

which may result if relief be denied, and the appropriate balancing of the interests of the parties.

Here, given that Quintero and more than a dozen others find themselves behind bars in

Santa Rita County Jail and other venues, there appears to be little need for an order against such

in-custody defendants. In the case of Quintero, the City of Oakland, the State of Californa, and

the United States are no longer receiving tax dollars from Mr. Quintero's employment. Plaintiffs
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are now paying for Mr. Quintero's incarceration. Before any preliminar injunction has issued

the status quo has been tipped in favor of Plaintiffs though the use of their inherent police

power. So why is a preliminar injunction needed to maintain the status quo?

"The modern approach to discretion in this area is that the cour need not decide wholly

for the plaintiff or the defendant. It may grant parial injunctive relief; it may impose terms and

conditions on the relief granted; and it may substitute its own form of relief for the one

demanded by the plaintiff." 2 Witkin, CaI. Procedure (2d ed. 1970) Pròvisional Remedies, § 82,

at 1520. This cour sitting in equity has broad powers to fashion a remedy. Wuest v. Wuest (App

2. Dist. 1942) 53 Cal.App.2d 339,347. It may create new remedies to deal with novel factual

situations. Roman v. Ries (App. 1 Dist. 1968) 259 Ca1.App.2d 65, 70. Furher, the court is not

strictly limited to the paricular relief requested in the prayer of the complaint. Sears v. Rule

(1945) 27 Ca1.2d 131, 148-149. "Equity does not wait on precedent which exactly squares with

the facts in controversy, but wil adjust itself to those situations where right and justice would be

defeated but for its intervention." Mils v. Mils (App. 2 Dist.) 147 Ca1.App.2d 107, 118.

Should this Court be so inclined as to issue a preliminar injunction, Defendants request

that said injunction focus on long-term solutions to the underlying problem and not an immediate

solution. Defendants request an evidence-based injunction that has as a component mandatory

training ~o prevent justice from being defeated. Probation officers, Parole offcers, and Oakand

Police officers need to be trained as to the scope and meaning of any preliminar injunction in

order to maintain the status quo by preventing defendants from losing opportties to attend

school, training programs, or work. An independent monitor should be appointed to oversee

training and implementation of any injunction. The monitor should be charged with

implementing a training program for law enforcement and defendants as to the scope and

meaning of the injunction. The monitor should be charged with resolving any disputes of allege
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1 violation of any injunction before any arest and incarceration occurs. This evidence-based
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practice should produce mOTe benefits than the curent punitive measures being taken against

defendants in order for this Cour to measure the effectiveness of any injunction prior to

considering a permanent injunction.

v. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the motion for preliminary injunction should be denied.

Dated: April 22, 2011 COMMUNITIES UNITED FOR
RESTORATIVE YOUTH JUSTICE

Dennis Cunningham
Jose Luis Fuentes
Yolanda Huang
Michael Siegel
Jeff Woznak

Attornèys for "Phase 1" Defendants
ABEL MAZO and
JAVIER QUINTERO
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